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Officials revise
time schedule
for final exams
Semester end delayed 2 days
By Valerie Junger
Daily staff writer
The revised final examination schedule for fall semester was released Friday
iti a memo fnmi Maynard Robinson.
SJSU’s asso(..iate academic vice president, to all faculty members and department chiefs.
The memo was issued as a result of
the academic vice president’s decision
to revise the calendar to restore the four
days of instruction lost as a consequence
of the Oct. 17 eanhquake.
The process of revision took roughly
10 days because of the complexity of
the changes. according to Ruth Yaffe,
chairwoman of the Academic Senate.
"Cl-he exam schedules) were back
from the printer on Friday afiernoom
hut mosi of the faculty members only
got a look at them Monday. looming."
Yaffe said.
"In a sense, what we did was to
move things forward two days,’ she
added.
Y alle also said the Academic Senate
urges instructors it) pass around their
copies ol the new schedule to their students and to post the schedules on billboards.
"It is not easy to make such decisions... she said. "Ft irtuflately . we
don’t have earthquakes every day...
Students should note that. as pan of
the emergency resision. the following
evening classes. which were canceled
due to the quake, have to he made up on
the designated daVs:

Joe R Voiann - Dady staff photographer

Pilot

Carl Moore, left. talks ssith Prishil Pastel, 2 years old, and her father Piyush at Reid-iiillviess Airport

SJSU aviation students raise
$1,800 with local plane rides
By Valerie Junior
’
Daily stall writer
0111ighil it) each other.
Some couldn’t vian am! %ere briskly
impatient
Some esen prayed, holding hands si
lenity.
But all enjoyed their expenence and
said they’d do it again.
For 10 cents rer pound. up to $10,
the SJSU precision flight team was taking people up in the air for hall -hour
small aircraft rides around Santa Clara
County on Saturday and Sunday Irom 9
a in to 5 p in
A total of nearly SI AC was collected hy the team during the weekend

Concert
to benefit
KSJS
station
II) Vincent T. Odd
flatly staff writer
Local nightclub
Oasis will
play host to a special benefit concert sponsored by campus radio
station KSJS tonight.
The concert was onginally
planned as a benefit tor KSJS.
is:Lording to John Cunningham.
promotions director lor the sta
lion
"We IKSJS) established this
concert as a way of raising funds
for our station." Cunningham
said. "The campus would like us
to develop into a self-supponive
operation within the next two
year, or SO. and in order to do
this. we need to raise the
nioney.’
After the Oct. 17 eanhquake.
members of the KSJS staff considered donating the funds Mini
See CONCERT. bark page
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’nein, held at Reid,Ilillsiew Airpliff.
off Capitol Expressway About 170
people participated.
Organiied by. SJSU aviation students
and volunteer pilots. the two-(lay fundraiser was to benefit SJSU’s precision
flight team.
"We want to participate in the re
gional precision flight competition in
Aniona.- said aviation iumor Das id
Lombard. who deals with the personnel
aspects of the team’ s administration
’The money we made V. ill go toward
pay ing tor rooms and ill, and ground
transpimation to Aniona.’’ I .tinthanl
added
Nine airplanes and I I pilots. all of

Munn %oltinteered their time. aircraft
and fuel. took part in the event on Saturday, according to John Morroni, coordinator ot the lund-raiser
On Sunday. only tour planes and lour
pilots reported to the air tentimal. forcing the team to tum people away starling at 1:30 p.m.. Mommi said
-Some people were waiting tor two
hours to go up," he added
"I think we had more participants on
Sunday because some who showed up
on Saturday came hack with friends and
relatises to Ily agam." Morroni said
John I ambeau, a retired Air ton:e
officer. came with his two (laughter%
after he saw the poster on the front gate

’lithe airfield
"This is the greatest thing in the
wodd." Larribeau said "I hase flown
before. hut this is my daughters’ first
time."
Christina Larribeau. 12. said that the
ride was "a little humpy and noisy
But 7 -year -old Bernie Lugan, who
came with his mother and his 4 -year -old
brother. Anthony. thought -11 Nil% JUSI
great ’
"Everything looks very small from
up their," he added. "les just like a
model.
Mommi concluded by saying that everything went very smoothly and sanslyingly.
’’We didn’t base anyone getting sick
ol
or scared." he said "It %a., a
lun
The fund-raiser. which has been organwed yearly for 20 years. will take
place again in March. Morton’ said

Satellite students pursue recognition

Salinas center policy sought

Tuesday. Oct. 17 evening classes are
to he made up on Friday evening. Nov.
10.
Monday, Oct. 23 evening classes are
to be made up on Friday evening, Dec.
15.
The revised finals schedule is as follows:
Group I classes classes that meet
M, W, F, MTW, MW111, MTWF.
MWThF, MTWThF, MW, WF. MWF,
Classes that riomially meet at 7:30
a.m. will have their tinals Dec. IN from
7:15 to 9:30 a. M.
Cla.sses that rxwmally meet at 8:30
a.m. will have their finals Dec 20 from
7:15 to 9:30 a.m.
Classes that normally meet at 9:30
a.m. will have their finals Dec. 22 from
7:15 to 9:30 a.m.
Classes that normally meet at 10:30
a.m. svill have their t inals Dec. 19 from
9:45 a.m. to noon.
Classes that normally meet at 11:30
a.m. will have their finals Dec. 21 from
9:45 a.m. to taxa).
Classes that nomially meet at 12:30
p.m. will lime their finals Dec. IN from
12:15 to 2:30 p.m.
Classes that normally meet at 1:30
p.m. will have their finals Dec 20 from
12:15 to 2:30 p.m.
Classes that normally meet at 2:30
p.m. will have their finals Dec 22 from
12:15m2:30p.m.
See FINALS. back page

Poll results spawn
educators’ debate
By Alichelle Smith
Daply staff writer
According to a Gallup Poll released
Iasi month. many college students don’t
know when the Civil War occurred ta
v. hat the Magna Cana is
And a pair ol SJSI intik...ors don’t
think the result% would he any different
at SJSU.
BUI each of them draws different conclusions about the results
(ieorge Moore.
history professor and depaninent chairman. doesn’t
agree with those educator% who Mid the
results al:inning
"Vv’hat alarms me is that a certain
body of facts should he used to determine who is an educated person. Moore said
Humanities Pmfessor Eugene Bernal.dim said he helieses the result% represent a nationwide onthlein

’The intent of that
kind of education is to
free the mind.’
George Moore,
History deparment chairman
The problem. at.011.11111.! 10 Moore,
though. is that everyone assumes that
everyone ought to possess gisen hody
01 knowledge. but they can’t agree on
what knowledge is layman’
"Is that the kind of question that we
use to determine the quality of mind of
our graduates ’ I am inclined to say.
%sire said
The Gallup ()Tam/Joon.% poll found
that 24 pen.ent ot the Lolkge seniors
See P(//./.. bta paxe

Evacuation

A.S. forms ad hoc committee
‘If our students were to commute
to resolve relationship problems one night a week, we would lose
all revenues for that student.’

Sylvia I). Ulna
Daily staff writer
Rochelle Morgan -Lewis.
The Associated Student% created an ad hoc committee to
Student body president
iron out a lormal relationship with SJSU’s satellite campus.
for SJSU satellite campus
the klonterey County Center (MCC). during its weekly hoard
meeting Wednesday
Morgan -Lewis admitted the name was a mouthlid hiii
The new committee will revievi’ and adjust Bill #105. an
A.S proposal that would ..4:1 up a subboard of the A.S. to rep- said she telt it was the only accurate title.
resent students at the satellite center The hill was developed
"We tried about 50 different ways to make the 11;1111C
recently in response to MCC students’ requests lot additional shorter, hut it didn’t work. Morgantewis said.
While Morgan.Lewis said she is happy finally to receive
A .S recognition arid funding
But student representatives of the center said Wednesday recognition Mint the main campus’s A.S.. MCC representathey don’t even agree on the name given to them by Bill tives hope it, make maw changes to the act. she said.
(Me request Morgan -Lewis brought up at the meeting
#105, so A.S. President Scott Santandrea set up the ad hoc
committee to find a relationship that was agreeable to Nith ib- was the need for the center to have its own representative to
sit on the main -campus hoard to look after the center’s intersociations.
The name suggested for the group at the Salinas center ests. She suggested that a new directorship could be develwas the Monterey Center Student Association. but Rachelle oped for this purpose. and she also wanted someone from the
Morgan -Lewis. the center’s A.S. president. was unhappy MCC it) sit on the A.S. Budget Committee.
But according to Tom Boothe. A.S. executive assistant,
with the name Mr several reasons.
"People need to know which university we are con- creation of a new director’s seal would he "tinerous because
nected to. Morgan -Lewis said.
it would require a constitutional atnendment, which would
She also said that "Monterey Center’ implied the center need a favorable vote by two-thirds of SJSU’s student populawas located in Monterey’. when in fact it is located in Salinas.
tion.
The name the group decided to use for itself was the
"Ii is not impossible. but it is difficult," Boothe said
-San Jose State University’ Associated Students of the Monte- dunng the meeting.
rey County C’enter.
See CENTER. back page

Airs Nolleodorts

Daily staff photographer

Residents were es acuated from tvs o apartment buildings near campus because of a garage flre. See story on page 3.
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Campus Voice

SJSU can help
make changes
By Wiggsy Sivertsen
There is a hatred in our land. A hatred that
most people ignore or don’t even see. It is a
hatred that shows the ugly aside from
mankind. It is a hatred that leads some people
to think their killing another is justified.
Children call each other the names of this
hatred; preachers using thc pulpit, showing
there version of God’s vengeance on this
group of people; and teachers ignore and
make fun of the youths who belong to this
group. This hatred is commonly referred to as
homophobi
It takes its toll on countless victims: The
suicide rate for gay and lesbian youth is 30
percent higher. The homeless rate is
astonishing. The drug and alcohol rate is out
of control, and the psychological problems
resulting from the pain arc severe. All this
because you, the general public, choose not to
thok at your incredible ignorance regarding
the gay and lesbian community. We arc
someone for you to makc jokes about; like
small children, you snicker and giggle about
us, someone to beat up for Saturday night’s
activity.
And what role does SJSU have in
attempting to cure this hatred and ignorance’?
I.eadership and education. And what does the
university do? Nothing. Faculty members still
think it’s funny to tell AIDS jokes, anti you
the student or colleague. laugh. They still
make ridiculous statements in the classroom,
such as "We don’t have those kind of people
in our community." Wc allow prospective
employers who discriminate against gays and
lesbians to come to our campus and recruit
even though a significant number of our
students can’t work for them. Employees am
still afraid they will be discriminated against
by their mangers if they come out of thc
"closet." And, tragically, in most cases they
are right.
And what does SJSU do about this
pmblem? We give lame excuses such as, "It
takes time," "You can’t makc people change,"
"It’s just a demonstration of that person’s
ignorance, don’t pay any attention to it," and
on and on. The one I like best is , "Well, the
law doesn’t cover it." 1 have been here for 23
years. I have heard them all. I can recite them
in my sleep. And still. each time I hear one of
these comments, I feel the pain that always
accompanies discrimination. And yet , some
will say this is not discrimination. And I say it
is. Because so long a.s any of you gives an
excuse for discrimination, you arc supporting
it.
Gays and lesbians are not the only people
who suffer Imm the hatred in the air that is
discrimination. Mexican -Americans, African Americans, Japanese, Filipinos. and others all
know this pain. Women, fat peoplt, thc
"differently abled" all know this pain. In fact,
all people who arc not a part of the
mainstream’s general idea of how one should
look, dress. and behave. suffer from the pain
of discrimination.
SJSU touches the lives of some 30,000
people each week. Imagine what it would bc
like if we made our first priority the
elimination of this senseless stupidity that
causes pain for so many people. San Jose
could and should become a leader in thc light
to eliminate discrimination against lesbians
and gays, because so long as there is
pennission to hate any one gmup, thcrc is still
permission to hate any other group.
There is hatred in the air. It is called
heterosexism (or homophobia), racism,
sexism, etc. Let us heal ourselves from this
sickness and put love, compassion and respect
in the place of this hatred.
Wiggsy Sivertsen is a professor and
counselor at SJSU. She wrote this article for
Forum.

Gay population gets no support
By Kevin Johnson
the Spartan Daily chosen to cover this
Had
year’s events at Gay and Lesbian awarencss
Week anti sent a photographer, for the first I
would have allowed my photo to bc taken as a
participant. Always before, I have told both my
gay/lesbian colleagues and thc university press that I
(lid not give consent to have my picture run in the
Daily. I have sccn what has happened to employees
who have come out publically, or who arc suspected of
being gay. Until this year, I did not want to put myself
in the position of being harassed. Now I have made the
personal decision to put myself on thc line too, and can
only hope no such hanissmeint is forthcoming.
In early 1988, a lesbian employee was subjected to
almost unbelievable cruelty. Her state vehicle was
painted with the word "fag" as well as a death threat.
Instead of responding in a humane manner, her
department made her drive the vehicle a;11 thc way
across campus anti wait inside it for somc 30 minutes
until she could procure supplies necessary to remove
the paint. Instead of protecting her from more
humiliation, the department head hcr clean up the
vehicle as if she had fouled it. There was no support for

her other than was given by SJSU Staff for Individual
Rights, an organization founded in 1985 in response to
gay/lesbian discrimination and hara.ssment.
Last year, a tenured professor told us that he could
not comc to any events of GALAW lest his deparuncnt
think he was gay. Many SJSU employees I have met in
gay/lesbian bars and/or off-campus organizations
would never think of coming out on the job. The
question is "why?"
From what I have personally observed over the
years, it is the unethical message from the
administration is that it is not OK to be gay or lesbian.
President Fullerton’s unethical silence on this issue,
year after year, is sending a deafening mes.sage. The
lack of response and overt hostility from the
university’s Affirmative Action office when complaints
are registered, as well as the continuing refusal to hold
seminars on homophobia at which the presence of
administrators, supervisors, and employees is required,
is fostering the climate of fear and oppression. Until all
of those who support gay/lesbian rights take action,
nothing will change. If you want to make a difference,
contact SJSU, S.I.R.
Kevin Johnson is an employee of the Graphics
Office and a member of SJSU , S.I.R.

Campus ignoring gay community
thiough the campus mail, had threatening letters left on
my vehicle, and been dcmeaned and insulted by
the
Spartan
been
asked
by
the
editor
of
Ihave
supervisors on the basis of my sexual orientation and
Daily to write about my experiences of
my efforts for AIDS education. In 1987, a
homophobia on this campus. Here they are:
pornographic poster mocking me as a gay rights
I came out of the closet at SJSU on March 14, 1984, at
activist was hung in an SJSU office.
approximately 9 a.m. How can I pinpoint thc exact day
Additionally, i have seen gay and lesbian fellow
and timc? Easy. The day bcforc, Gov. George
workers threatened, mocked and isolated. i have
Deukmejian vetoed Assembly Bill 1, which would
received phone calls from tenured professors afraid to
have given gays and lesbians state protection from
come out of the closet at SJSU. I have had numerous
discrimination.
employees donatc to Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week
The following moming, the assistant director of thc
on the condition that their names not be run in our
department where I worked came into thc office and
brochure
as contributors. 1 have heard fellow
declared to all the clerical staff and administrators,
employees describe our week as "indecent exposure." I
"Thank God wc don’t have to hirc any queers in this
have seen GALAW and GALA poster defaced with
office. God bless the Duke." He then went over to the
slurs
and obscenities and had President Fullerton refuse
office blackboard and wrotc "God bless the Duke," and
to instruct administrators to remove the defaced ones.
signed his name, official SJSU job title and his statc
In 1989, I had to file a grievance to protect our
trayroll number.
material. In onc large department, it is now placed
At that time, I had been an SJSU employee for six
behind a glassed in, locked cabinetsafe from slurs,
years. I had all the anti -gay cruelties and jokes and
destruction and muddy footprints. (Gay material was
spoken out against them as a concerned employee, but
consistently taken down, crumpled up and stepped on,
never as a lesbian. March 14, 1984, was different. I
thcn left for us to sec.)
could no longer sit in silence.] pickcd up the telephone
I could list many morc example, but thc space I was
and called the Spartan Daily and the university’s
given precludes this.
Affirmative Action officer. I was out of the closet with
I have been an SJSU employee for 11 years. For the
a roar.
past year, I have enjoyed a luxury denied to most to the
Since that timc, I have personally been subjected to gay and lesbian employees I know at SJSU: I am out of
a barrage of anti -gay actions on campus as well as thc closet with the men with whom I work on daily
represented other gays and lesbians in the same ba.sis and I am not suffering because of it. In my tiny
situation. In 1986, after my photo appeared in he corner of SJSU, the Electric Shop, I am safe. Dan,
Spartan Daily as the coordinator of Gay and Lesbian Paul, L.R. Joe, James and Toby know I’m gay and it’s
Awareness Week, some of my male co-workers printed all right. Outside of my shop, tht ,...rnelties, insensitivity
up hundreds of fliers calling me a "dyke" and claiming and harassment continue.
I had AIDS. These fliers were thrown into Ninth Street
Martha O’Connell is an electrician with Facilities
and were blowing freely around when I reported to Development and Operations. She wrote this article
work. Additionally, I have received obscene notes for Forum.

By Martha O’Connell

Society’s sexual labels inaccurate
one autumn afternoon last year,
Late
following hours of reminiscing about
relationships, dreams, and life’s
uncertainties, my roommate Carrie confided
in me.
She had met a man, Michael, who she was
completely comfortable around. She could
talk to him about anything though they had
known each other for only two weeks. She
was attracted to him, and wished he would
ask her out. She wondered why he didn’t and
decided to take the initiative.
The next day, Carrie learned why. Michael
confided in Carrie that he was homosexual.
For some, the revealing of one personal
detail such as this would have ended the
relationship. It was a word, a label.
But, Carrie and Michael continued their
friendship.
When Carrie looked at Michael she didn’t
see him as a male of medium height with
wavy blond hair and green eyes, who was
homosexual. He was someone who made her
laugh, who took her to foreign films that no
one else seemed to be interested in, and who
listened to her at 3 a.m. when she needed
someone to listen.
Michael extended his kindness to many,
including me. Ile would call, obviously
wanting to talk to Carrie, but he would always
ask me how I was.
It wasn’ t the curt "Hellohow are
youis (insert name) there?" We would often
talk for a long while, even the times when I
told him that Carrie had gone to class and
would not be back for hours.
I remember the birthday card he left in my
mailbox for me though he only found out that
same day; the slices of Canadian bacon and
cheese pizza that he and Carrie would save
for me when I came back from work after

Anne Dujmovic
eight hours of drudgery; and the nervous
laughter that emitted from his throat when he
told me he was homosexual.
Michael jokingly promised me that he
wouldn’ t try to steal any of my dates.
I often think how unfortunate it is that
some people immediately dismiss someone
because of a word, a label they attach to a
person. Naffow-minded people see others not
as human beings but in terms of labels such as
socio-economic status, national origin,
religious affiliation, and sexual preference.
They malce judgments about those who do not
agree with their philosophies or who choose
an alternative lifestyle--alternative meaning
one that is contrary to what society sees as
"correct."
Just think of all the pre-conceived notions
that keep people from forming friendships
and keep people from leaming about other’s
values, and ways of thinking.
If only those people who claim to know
how all people should live, and what all
people should believe would meet someone
like Michael, then maybe they would not be
so afraid of change, so limited in their
thinking.
Anne Dujmovic Is a Daily stqf writer

Patrick
Nolan

Mankind not as
fair as it could be
member of the majority,
Ispeak as a
but I do not agree with their beliefs.
I am a male heterosexual and I am
white, which puts me in the majority, but I
support gay, minority and women’s rights.
Or rather, I should say that I support
human rights.
That is the difference between the
oppressor and the oppressed (or the
majority and the minority). The former
views the latter as less than human;
therefore, discrimination is justified,
perpetuated, and even condoned.
Humankind’s biggest flaw is its inability
to understand that one person doesn’t have
superiority over another. It seems to make
logically perfect sense that people ’should’
be equal, but of course things are never as
they ’should’ be.
Obviously things don’t work that way
because humans are imperfect and by
nature insecure, which can explain the
past two hundred years of racial and
sexual inequality in our country. A
ludicrous mind-set that has survived the
past and is still horribly prevalent today.
Some of us recognize the absurdity of
inequality as we search for ways to
convince white Joe Redneck that Blacks
are just as human as he is, and as we try to
persuade Joe Heterosexual that gay men
are not some form of alien, and as we try
to convince Joe Chauvinist that women
are just as competent as he is.
One way to make sense of this utter
ignorance is to understand that it is human
nature to break things into opposites.
Humans need to define their existence by
categorizing reality into opposites: good
and bad, day and night, light and dark,
right and left, God and man, and
oftentimes man and woman, or
heterosexual man and gay man. But this
doesn’t justify inequality or oppression or
discrimination.
The only way to destroy some of these
black and white mentalities is for those in
the majority to speak out in favor of those
who are still being oppressed.
Heterosexuals need to admit that
homosexuality is not some evil, deviant
behavior. Men need to admit to other
chauvinists that they aren’t superior to
women, just as Caucasians need to admit
to themselves that they are no better than
non-whites.
I admit that it’s not always been easy
for myself, as a white heterosexual male
who is viewed as the oppressor by some
minority groups, to espouse opinions in
their favor. Sometimes it feels like my
opinions aren’t wanted because of my
status, as if I am speaking for people who
don’t want my voice. I’ve sadly
experienced hostilities from some
minority groups in the past, which makes
it even harder to speak out.
But even if I am criticized for speaking
for minority rights, or misunderstood, I
still will continue to argue for their rights
as equal human beings because I know in
my heart that when I speak for minorities
I speak for all humans, including myself.
Patrick Nolan is a Daily staff writer

Editor’s Note

WU President Gail Fullerton was out of town
shis week and wcu thus unavailable to comment on the university’s gay awareness policy
Monday qftemoon, according to Joanne Rtfe,
an SJSU public information qfficer.

Letter’s to the Editor
The Spartan Daily wants to hear from you. The
Daily accepts letters -to-the -editor from students. faculty. and the campus community regarding topics of
publk interest. Letters should include the author’s
name. major. grade level. and telephone number lool
for publication).
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Greeks, community
Plan *Mound
for East San Jose

allegedly disturbing the peace dl
fraternity party (kt 27.
Kevin (iliner. president of Sigma
Alpha Mu, wa.s arrested al midnight
alter he was advised by univen.ity
SJSU fraternities and sororities will
police officers to "quiet down’. pany
join more than 2,000 community
the hawse, according to t !PI ) report
volunteers Wednesday morning to begin Glitter Wd.ft later released.
the construction of a one -of-a-kind
OPD had received numerous
playground in East San Jose.
citizens’ complaints of "loud and
Parque de la Amistad. or ’’Friendship unreasonable noise" coming Irian the
Playground:* will he built at the
house on F.ighth Street.
Mayfair Totlot, behind Mayfair School
Gliner could not he reached for
on Krammerer Avenue in San Jose.
comment because he wits attending
The S50,000 project, sponsored
classes. according to a resident of the
primarily by the Fnui-lay Corp., is
fraternity house.
expected to take fOur days to complete
An fraternity member. who declined
and will incorporate the creative ideas
to give his name. said in a phone
of children attending the school.
interview that the incident was "no hig
Sigma Nu, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and deal.**
Pi Kappa Alpha air among the
This is the second incident this
fraternities set to help with construction
semester involving the UPI) and the
of the multi-liered wooden playground,
fraternity.
according to Nada Houston, Greek
On (Jct. 15, two juveniles were
adviser.
detained by UPI) officers when police
Ric Aheyta, SJSU’s public safety
reportedly saw them with alcoholic
director, is organizing campus
beverages on the patio of the house.
volunteers.
Gliner WILS contacted concerning the
incident and told officers that "no one
was checking I.D.’s at the draw,"
according to 11PD IA. Shannon
Maloney.
The fraternity wa.s banned last
semester from holding events that
All SJSU student was arrested for
involved the consumption of alcohol.

Fraternity member
detained following
party disturbance

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to
SJSU students. faculty and staff organizatons
at no charge Forms may be picked up at the
Spartan Oady office. Wahlquist Library North.
Room 104. or at the Student Union Information
Center No phoned-in items will be accepted
The deadhne is noon The Daily will attempt to
enter each item a day before the event, as well
as the day of the event
TODAY
Cycling Club: Training ride, 2:30 p.m., S U
Amphitheatre Call 292-2511.
Frances Gulland Child Development Center: Bake sale. 9 a.m -3p m.. S U Call 2932288
Campus Ministry: "What Does It Mean to
Be a Christian?" Campus Christian Center
Call 298-0204.
Christian Students Fellowship: Bible
study fellowship, noon. S.0 Costanoan
Room Ca11268-1411
Student Health Service: Tar-Sachs disease screening and planning meeting, 11
a m -12 30 p m . Health Building room 208
Call 924-6117
Amnesty International: Movie and guest
speaker, 7 p.m., S.0 Ballroom. Call 2576050
Campus Ministry: ’’What Does It Mean to
be Christian?" 7-8:30 p m., Campus Christian Center Call 298-0204
Geologoy Society: Speaker on paleontology and plate tectonics. 12.30 p.m , Duncan
Hall, room 306 Call 924-5050
Amnesty International: Death penalty information table. all day. S U front Call 2576050
Markeding Club: General meeting officers
elections, 3 30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room
Ca11281-3161.
CISA: Meeting computer animation screening. 5:30 p m, Art Building. room 237
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Co-op onentation. 3 30 pm.SU Almaden
Room Call 924-6016
Come Learn About This Jesus,": Bible
study. 7 p m -8 p m . 10th and San Carlos
Sts Call 272-9149
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Decision making rnodule Research c,areer
options. 2 p.m . Allen Lounge Call 9246030
Christian Students Fellowship: Bible
study fellowship meeting. noon. S U Costanoan Room Call 26131411
WEDNESDAY
A.S.P.B.: License to Kill. 7 p m Morris
Dailey Auditorium Call 924-6261
Student Outreach & Recruitment: Brown
bag seminar series. noon. Wahlguist Library
North. room 307 Call 924-2707
Campus Ministry: Prayer and sharing. 7 30
a m Campus Christian Center Call 2%0204
Fantssy & Strategy Club: Meeting. 6 p m .
S.0 Costanoan Room Ca11924-7097
San Jose Pasco Center: Pot luck and lecture, 6.30 p m (dinner). 7 30 p m (speaker),
First Chnstian Church, 80 S 5th St Call
297-2299

Career Planning and Placement Center:
Careers in environmental studies. 8.30 a m.,
S.U. Costanoan Room. Call 924-6030
SJSU Theatre Arts: ’’The Crucible.’ 2 p m ,
University Theatre at 5th and San Fernando
Call 924-4555.
Christian Science Organization: Meeting,
11013350 am.SU Montalvo Room. Call 258S.A.F.E.R.: Meeting, 6 p.m., Dudley Moorehead Hall. Call 924-5468.
Re-Entry Program: Brown Bag Lunches,
1230 p.m . S U Montalvo Room Call 9245930
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting. noon.
Campus Christian Center Chapel Call 2980204
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Finding employment in social work, 11 a m.,
S.U. Costanoan Room. Call 924-6030
SJSU Theatre Arts: Arthur Miller’s "The
Crucible, 8 p m., University Theatre. Call
924-4555
Society of Profeuional Journalists:
Meeting, 11 30 a.m . Wahlguist Libraq
North. room 113. Call 847-4017
Amnesty International: Death penalty information table. all day. S U front CaH 2576050

Daily Digest

A.S. employees get
money from account
By Sylvia I).
Daily staff writer
Associated Sitaknts employee% will
he getting extra money in their pay check% because of a bloated retirement
account. A.S. officials said Wednesday.
The A.S. Public Employees’ Retirement System hits so much excess
money SI 14,610 - that
hoard
members decided employee% should no
longer pay as much into the fund.
The hoard unanimously decided
Wednesday to use half of the excess
money to pay 50 percent til CUITCtil dCductions from employees’ paychecks.
The rest will he used to cover 50 percent
of the A.S.’s matching contrihutions.
Acconfing to kan I enart, A.S. business administrator, the board’s decision
means that the A.S. will use the money
to pick up the tah on "50 percent of
what they (employees) are currently
paying."
A.S. President Scott Santandrea said
that the move was a ’gift. or benefit"
for A.S. employees.
Pat Mullenherg, the account supervisor for the A.S. Business Office said:
"It gives the employee that much more
to take home."
According to Mullenberg. under the
PERS plan. the hoard’s nine full-time

Today

artments evacuated
during nearby garage fire
By Sylvia 1).1.1110a
Daily staff writer
A small garage fire a block nom the
SJSU campus forced the evacuation of
residents in two apaninent buildings
Monday.
The tire started when someone lit it
large stack of cardboard boxes near :Ill
old. wooden garage al 25 S Filth Si..
said William Staples. San Jose Eire Department battalion chief lig the fifih district.
The fire wa.s reported at 3:54 p.m. hy
two members of an HIV Community
Outreach Program, an AIDS -awareness
organization.
"Everyone was just watching: no one
wa.s taking any action," said Michael
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"We can’t just give up
and quit. We have the desire to win."
Matt Veatch,
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Calling
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924-3280 main line, try
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faculty members and depaoment
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S.ISU Senior George Muraoka
:IA:I:elected as the Hig West
I klensive Player of the Week. just
two day s after SJSLI lost to Fresno
See page 5.
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Hie Student Union [loan] ol
Directors hinance Committee met
lor the hist lime last Tuesdas and
discussed plans to alter sonie Student
tinion fees
I -1
Just one week alter gaming more
power to spend money because of an
amendment i
Students budget. the A S Program
Board lost ill:CCSS Ili llIfith III 011t: 01
its accounts. The tuna, !tom the
account were f omen because the
program hoard lost about $9.6110
from a concert held (
29. A S
Controller Patrice 1-userog said
during hi% repon at Wednesday’s
A.S. hoard meeting.

employees. such as I enan and A.S
secretary Helen Woodhouse, pay d percentage (il their salanes each month into
the account. and the A.S. matches it.
Employee% who leave before 10 years
receive only the amount they paid in.
Those who leave after 10 year% receive
both then original payments and the
matching A.S. funds.
’the system is overloaded with money
because employees leave before they
are eligible to receive the A.S matching
funds, and money that the A.S. contnhutes is left sitting in the account.
A.S. officials are hound to use the
The revised final examination
excess money only for PERS business, schedule for the f all semestei %),i,
according to a inemo written hy the Cal - released Friday in a 1110110 1111111
Mania Public Employee,.. Retirement MilYLlard R0b11111,11, ihst
System to the board.
,(11
academic vice piesideni
The A.S. boards action wis similar
to one adopted by Spanan Shops Inc..
which also had excess funds in as PERS
account, Lenart said prior to the meet
mg ’I tie Student 1’111011 li(iiird of DirecA headline about increased
tors is considering a similar proposal.
Student Union tees in Monday’s
she said.
Linder the plan approved VVednesday, Spartan Daily was inaccurate. It
the extra A.S. PERS money should last should have said that winter and
summer fees could go up.
about seven year., ’,man said.
"We have good employees. and I
I I
A word was omitted from a
don’t see any reason why we shouldn’t
do it." Santandrea said during the meet- page 5 football story in Monday ’s
ing.
Daily. ’The story said that the
inatiii was the last
football game in some SJSII
players’ college career.
1_1
A page I caption in Monday ’s
Spartan Daily about the SIM
Fresno gitIlle incorrectly %tilted
Bradlord, one of the people who called the facts surrounding the pLo
in about the tire. "We took it upon our- The phi!, in question ins 01% ed an
«else., Ludo something."
interception hy I.resno State in
The men first went to a nearby liquor the second quarter.
fourth
streets
on
Santa
Clara
and
store
The Spartan Daily is corn
and told the clerk to call 9- I -I.
mined to accuracy. If you have
Then they started knocking on doors an error
you would like cor
at the apartment building it) tell people
to leave.
Many people vivre unaviare that there
was it fire. they said.
Sonie residents of the apartment coin
plexes didn’t speak English and
couldn’t uixlerstand what the men were
After your first 100 copies
trying to tell them. Quintana said

THURSDAY
Amnesty International: Death penalty information table. all day, S U front Call 2576050
Spartan Oriocci: Meeting. 7 30 pm. SU
Almaden Room
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting, noon,
Campus Christian center. lower level Call
298-0204
Campus Ministry: Bible Study-Book of
Genesis. noon. S U Montallo Room Call
298-0204
Alpha Eta Rho: Meeting. 7 30 p m Aviation Department Conference Room Cali
286-3161
Physics Seminar: Andres Larraza of Naval
Post Graduate School on ’Non-Propagating
Solutions, 1 30 p m Science Building.
room 251 Call 924-5267
SJSU Theatre Arts: Arthur Miller’s "The
Crucible." 8 p m . University Theatre Call
924-4555
GALA: Speaker, Dr Wiggsy Swertsen. 4 30
pm.SU Costanoan Room Call 236-2002
Amnesty International: Open forum on the
death penalty. 7pm.SU.AS Chambers
Call 257-6050
Economics Students Association: Banner
making party. 3pm.SU Montalvo Room
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Resume preparation. 2 pm, SU Costanoan Room Call 924-6030
FRIDAY
India Student’s Association:
Shaker." fall dance. 9 p.m. -1 a.m., S.0
room Call 248-7838
SJSU Theatre Ans: Arthur Millers
Crucible." 8 p m . University Theatre
924-4555
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IS IN CIA*
II you’re looking for excitement and adventure.
you’ll find it when you enroll in Army ROTC. It’s
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MacCivarrie Hall 924-2920.
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Sports

Spikers split road trip
Spartans face No. 1 Wahines
in crucial matches this weekend
Hy ’Todd A. Haynes
Daily staff writer
On then final minium of the season,
the Spartan solleyball team split another
pair 01 mai. hes. heating 11(.. !nine Sat
milas night and losing to 1 ong Wadi
’flak’ t ’111CINIR I 1 Ida%
h 7 in
Vir’est
SJSC, I IX
ionic:fence. ha. .1,11! two game ,keekend mai, he, si% time, MI, wason
IIIC. the Spartans
’,amnia, well! III
11 h. IS 1. 15 I 1
swept ilie
tobci
i» t Ir
iienged it,
, me at ‘,pariiiii
I, ,ophomore
I lw Sp.I11.111, ,At.le
filocker
honer 1).tw in. 11
Heather Slcheison and minor hitter
Stars Ann Wagner. in her liria start of
!he
\Vilson had malch high, in kill% with
II and dig, V4 all 14 Alt Pherson led the
Spartan. w ith
1, .1..isis to go
along with 10 kills
agile! had seven
kill. and three sers ice aces
I he night before in I AllIg 13e.lt 11, the

Spartans were beaten in three straight
ranked 49er. 15.1 I.
game, by the
15-6. 15.7 This link! it v)as the 49er%
e,eiting 1111 ilk! WOW
SJSU alter
being upset in the Spartan (iym earlier
!his ,Cits4
McPherson. senior hitter
Mona Sualua and senior setter SUSie
Layinon. all staners. only played two
game,
I aia week Spartan coach
Dick Moinciiiner% said that if Long
ficach Mate
oil!
he
vonild
ke, %iarteo, am’ ,ace them
lin Saturda match
Flex en Stilling. played in the match.
110111: re:IC[1111;2 double tigures in kill, or
digs. This v)a, the firsi match this iwa
son that no Spartan reached double tip
ures in
lkspite limited playing
led tilSt v)111) eight dig, and shared the
lead in kills with junior hitter Betsy
Wel.h at seven.
SIMI managed to
NCAA aniline kill leader Tara (’ross to 10 kill in

the match. file Spartans have live days
ott. hich they. will need to prepare lot
two matches at home this weekend
against the Big West Conference leader
Ilk’ iniversity of Hawaii.
Spanans have only heat the Wahines of Hawaii once in this decade. in
19146 The Wahine. are 12 0 in cinder
eine and 20 I overall. and are the No.
team in the nation
SJS1.1 hosts the I Iniversity ot Hawaii
Friday and Saturday. nights 7:3011.111.
in the Spartan ( ;yin
With only live matches remaining.
the Spartans are in sixth place itt the Big
West. still in the hunt for an NCAA
playott herrn. I ast season. eight of the
10 team. from the Big West made the
boa round of ihe playoff%
I
there is some pressure to
number of Big West in the
’Moot Is to f Ise this season, al:CO(11111V 10
J111111 Corbelli, assistant coach of the
Spanans.
All live remaining game% are at home
against conference foes. Alter the CM
sersity of Hawaii, SiS1 1 lace, the sec
tai
IR 01
ond
iliona Slate iiicisity . Fullerton and
San Diego State 1 in% eu.its

OUR STUDENTS’ REACTION TO THEIR
SCORES ()N THE CPA EXAM
CAN BE SUMMED UP IN ONE LINE!

n CPA REVIEVV

6ONVISER

Two teams vying for No. 1
Associated Press
Notre Dame and C’olorado appear to
fic on tollision course for the national
11.1111pion,hil,
Notre Dame remains on top in this
week’s A..ociated Pres. college football
hut second ranked Colorado is
gaining ground
"Ille !sighting Irish, who routed Navy
41-0 tor their 21st straight victory. got
56 first place votes and 1.496 1101Ills
101111 a 11:1001INItle 11:111CI ol sports woiers and bri link:aster. ’olor ado, hoosted
’I slain). tAer Ihel)-NO tieicieoett the other lour firstnlaic soles
two Illtite than last week
and 1.441 1101111s,
(
\01101 like Notre Danic is
’111. sail tlinch an Orange Flow I berili
hi. heating ()klahoma State and Kansa.
state Notre Dame has a breather Saturday against Southern Aletinklist. hut
close. out its regular .eason with tough
test. in Penn State and MIalt11

’rhe Fighting Irish are expected to get
the other ()range Bowl hid if they heat
SMI.1 and Penn State Bowl hid. will he
officially annum isl
:15. the day
ot the Notre 1)ame Miami game. hut the
inatchups will be worked out hetote
then.
Following. Colorado in ihe ranking,
are Michigan. Alabama and Florida
Slate, who all moved up one spot. Nebraska tell to No 6, followed hy
Isliarni. Illinois. Southern Caldornia and
Arkama,
Michigan heat Purdue 42-27 to set up
a Big len
at Illinois on Sat
unity Illinoi. also improved as league
record to ilk healing lowa 31-7
Alabama remained undefeated hy
heating Mississippi State 23-10, Honda
Male dm.. 11Cil SOUill Carolina 35-10,
MiatIll oxerpowered Fast Carolina 4010, Southern Cal defeated Oregon State
48-6 and Arkansas heat Rice .314-17.

TentleStiee.
IAA% idle, went
from No. 10 to No. 11 Rounding out
the Second l’en are Auburn. Penn State,
Housttm, Texas A&M,
Clemson. Virginia, West 1’irginia and
11!,i Ida.
Brigham Young is 21.t, followed hy
onli Carolina State. Fexas Tech.
State and Aritona.
iiginia made ihe biggest jump,
going Bow No. 24 ii) No. I g with a 20I)
Nonh camiina state, The
dropped the W’oltpack from No. 18
to No 22.
Aniona and Wes! Virginia took the
biggest tuinhles. Vsest 1irginia %lipped
from No. 13 to No. 19 after losing to
Penn State 19 9 and Arimna dropped
Innit No 15 to No. 25 following a 2928 loss ii! California.
Texa. lech made its firM appearanic
in the poll since 1977. moving hi No
23 after healing Texas 24-17.

otiFy

CAMPUS REP POSITIONS AVAILABLE

1 -800 -274 -EXAM

With Macintosh
you can even do thls
Macintosh’computers have always been easy to use. But they’ve
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple* Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there’s no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.
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The Macintosh Sale.
Now through January 31.
f PA,
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Spartan Bookstore
Computer Department, 924-1809
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Muraoka earns
Big West honors
after FSU effort
By Ruben Louis htallard
Daily staff writer
SJSU defensive tackle George
Maraoka is a leader by. example
Although he is rarely vocal on the
field. his presence is felt and his recognition is well -deserved and well
overdue.
However, he is modest when
evaluating hi% performances.
Muraoka was one of the bright
spots after SJSU’s 31-31) loss to
Fresno State Satunlay. in an effort
which earned him Big West defensive player of the week.
"It’s
well -deserved.
Bob
Bleisch Spartan noseguard said,
"It’s been a long time coming. Finally they’ve recognized him."
Against the explosive Bulldogs.
Muraoka had a personal hest 12
tackles. Eleven of them were unassisted, while four of them were for
los.ses.
"It’s not often that a defensive
lineman gets 11 solo tackles," Donn ie Rae, SJSU defensive cixedinator
said. "He doesn’t usually get the
tackle numbers to get tk honor hut
he deserves it ..
The senior defensive tackle is the
teams third leading tackler. He has
47 on the season.
Last season, Muraoka was given
second team all -Big West honors.
He led the team in sacks with live,
and had 43 tackles on the season.
Muraoka was surprised at the
honor.
"I played good." Muraoka said.
"But I was just there at the right
time."
Fresno State only rushed tiff 139
yards, which was less than hall their
289.6 yards per game average this
season prior to Saturday’s game.
"We were really fired up about
the number," Donny Rae, SJSU
defensive c(xirdinator said.
Gilbert complimented his defensive squad hy saying. "It was by
tar our greatest defensive eflot of the
year. We truly. peaked defensively at
the right time.
"George even rose a little higher
than everyone else, Gilbert said.
Bleisch said: "I don’t think this
was his hest game. He was just recognized because of the importance
()I- this game. He’s played just as
good in ()then...
Bulldog tailback Aaron Craver entered the SJSU-Eresno matchup averaging 5.8 yanls per carry. Although he gained 106 yards on the
ground, it took him 34 L.:Imes to do
it. He barely averaged three yards
per cam during the evening.
"Aaron is a good running hack."
Muntoka said. "I was lust hirtunate
to make the tackles. Our delense is
designed to stop the run. and we shut
then’ down...
"Fresno had a tough time keeping
Muraoka out of the backlield,
Donny Rae. SJSU defensive coonlinator said. "The guy- in front of him
couldn’t block him...
Fresno State fullback Myron
Jones. who entered the game a% the
Bulldogs second leading rusher on
the season with 7112 yards. only.
gained 23 yards on six carries.
Fresno State knew ahead (il time
that the "tullback trap play." would
not work. Rat. Said.
WilS no surprise tc) the experts in
Fresno that the team’s running game
would he severely tested.
"V’e knew he’d he a problem."

JIM Sweeney . Fresno State head
Mothall coach said when refernng to
Muraoka "Ile’s as good any defensive linen1411 we’ve played
against this season. He’s hitt. strong
and deterniined.
Although Fresno State was aware
of Muraoka’s abilities, no special
consideration was given to him.
Sweeney said.
SJSU made a tninor adjustment in
their defensive plan and FSU was
not able to adjust very well, Rae
said.
Muraolca caught many of his victims from behind. Rae said. Muraoka was to line up inside the defensive tackle and be a "backside
nisher.’
"He was free to run at the hall
carrier." he said.
Prior to the Fresno State game.
Muraoka said that his blocked punt
dunng the second quaner (il- the New
Mexico State game was his greatest
moment as a collegiate player. ’The
punt rolled out of the end zone. giving SJSU an 8-6 lead and momentum for the second half of their 34-6
victory.
Muraoka had live tackles in the
New Mexico State contest.
"’This week’s honor is even more
of an honor," Munioka said. "I was
recognized by the entire conference
not just by the school and the team...
Bleisch said that Muraoka’s ability to use the variety of skill). he posesses puts him on a level by himself-.
In addition to his intelligence on
the field, he knows when to use his
267 -pound frame and when to use
his speed advantage over his oppo111111S.
Whet) the Spanans run their "46
defense" Muntoka can he lined up
one on one against the center. In this
situation the inside of the defensive
line is "stacked... Rae said.
"He could handle any offensive
lineaman he’s laced," Rae said
"We knew he’d he a great
noseguard.
Muraoka’s role changes when Me
Spartans apply their "eagle defense. He plays the strong tackle
position and is lined up outside the
offensive tackle. where the opposing
offense would run it% power running
plays.
Muraoka points out that the one
area of his defensive game he needs
to work on is his pass rust. His
worse detensise stateak Is that 9
quanerhack sacks. He has yet to attain one unassisted.
His other statistics are impressive.
"Whether he does good or had.
he doesn’t let it effect his practice the
tollowing week," Bleisch said "He
won’t let a pod game go to his
head. He’ll practice iust as hard "
"He’s consistent... Bleisch said.
Muraoka said that the aggressive
and nsky style defense attracted him
to SJSU. However, he plays a position that has an immense impact on
the game but isn’t glorified.
"He’s been in the quarterback’s
face so often." Bleisch said. "He
makes him throw the hall away and
doesnt get credit Mr it. Unless you
make the play. yourself. the only
ones that are going to recognize you
are the coach and your teammates.
"Sometimes you don’t have to
make the play. you can just interrupt
it...

Soccer suffers farewell loss
UNLV Rebels
run by SJSU
in 1-0 victory
M.I. Khan
aily statf writer
In coach Julius Menendeis farewell
game. the SJSU soccer team fell hy
score of I-0 to the University of Nevada. Las Vegas at Spartan Stadium on
Sunday.
Menendez. who has been head coach
SJSU for the past 36 seasons.
watched the Spanans hold the lavored
kunnin’ Rebels to a goalless draw umil
the last minute of the game. then
squander the tie when UNIV forward
Mike Madnd found the back of the no
off of artassist hy Daniel Barber.
l’he Spartans could manage onk
eight shots on goal and tiirced the Rebel
goalie to save only two shots, while the
Rebels fired 22 shots on goal and forced
Mike Taft to record live saves.
The Spartans closed out the season
with a 5-15-1 record 10-5 in the Pacific
Conference and 1-8-1 in the Big West
Conference).
Menendez. 67. who will retire at the
end of this year. completed his SJSU
coaching career with a record of 29520243. Ten (il’ his teams have participated in post -season tournaments. with
the 1968 team which included star Mani
Hernandez. making it to the national
semifinals.
The current team, however, will not
be involved in postseason play.
Five other teams he coached made it
to the quaterfinals.
Between 1963 and 1983. all mown
deis teams compiled ss liming records.
with 14 01 those teams V. imung at least
10 games.
Menendez also coached the 11.S. soc
co- team at the 1976 Olympic Games
and was a training manager at the 1984
games.
Menendez ha% received numerous
awards and has been recognized by va
rious organizations He received the
Honor Award troin Ili...National Soccer
Coaches Association in 1984.
Menendez. a native of E Si Louis.
111., graduated from SJSU in 1950, and
has been associated with the school in a
coaching capacity. since 1953.
Menendez may well he the only
coach in the history of the American
Olympics to coach two von,.
He also coached the 1960 11 S.
Olympic Boxing Team that included
gold medal winner Cassius Clay who
later changed his name to Muhammad
Ali.
Overall. his boxers won three gold
medals and one bronze medal in the
games.
Menendez w ill he honored at a SJSU
.Athletics Av.ards Banquet. Enday May
10. 1991).
the link. and place are yet to he he

MAC & PC
RENTALS
If The Computer Lab
is Full or Closed,
For Dissertations,
Papers, Homework,
Resumes, etc ...
FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES
10% student discount

Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945
539 S. Murphy

Heisman
Trophy up
for grabs
Associated Press
The 1989 Heisman race might come
down to a photo finish.
One month from today. the Down
town Athletic: Club will announce the
winner (il the most coveted awanl in
college lixaball. Most years. that an
nouncement carries all the suspense of a
Mike Tyson light. But this year’s Heisman race may be the closest ever.
About the only thing the experts
agree on is the list of leading contenders: quarterbacks Tony Rice of None
Dame, Major Harris of West Virginia
and Andre Ware of Houston and run
ning hacks Anthony Thompson of Indiana and Entine! Smith of Ronda.
Others getting senous support are
quarterbacks Dee Dowis of Air Fon.e.
Darian Hagan of Colorado and Ty
Definer of Brigham Young. plus
flanker-kick returner Raghib "Rocket"
Ismail of Notre Dame.
But no one is considered a clear
11-(mi-runner.

Mores, right, pesters Rebel midfielder Daniel Barber during

announced
Against UNILV. So in \ lurch and Xli
shi 41 011 goal
chael Baker blasted
each. with Steve Schulz. Rob C’handlei
lohn Dickinson and Marc Baker firm’
ince each
UNIN midfielder Doug Itorgel hail
live shies on goal.
The Spartans leading goal-scorei
Hector rribe. was shutout, hut merill
still led the team in points v. ith 22
the season ( III goals and 2 assists)

Make $500 - $1000 for one week
Looking for a fraternity sorority or
student organization to participate in an
on -campus marketing prolect Must be
organized and hard working

Depend on Kinko’s.
Portfolio Pieces
Charts Graphs
Signage
Photo Enlargements

kinkoss.
the copy center

LARM

THE

& Special Guests
Sunday Nov. 12th 8pm
Doors Open 7pm
San Jose State University’s
Student Union Ballroom
Tickets:
Students $121Achionce. $1.11Doy of Show
Gef1101 MAI/Advance $161Dov of Show
Tickets at oil BASS tittles &
the A.S. Business Office
Info: 924-6227 or 924-6260
Funded by fraeocialied %Klan,

2 1st ANNU

CAMPUS

CHES

MENT

::
413 Swiss Competition - Thre0ii-ounds#11.0
.0’
determine winners.

rsils necessary to

19:1 The SJSU Student Li4i)ein a member ofilOCU-Lewlikh holds annual
tournaments to detqtYkinpirtgional collptiite cIi9ibpiOhs in chess, table
soccer, table tenni403-.R011, and othO*c,n0;;:"
The All -Campus uf0TouniadiCtOliiIi0fd to sele0Oarticipants for the
ACU-I Regional RdOeation Tourriamiiii, which thk year will be held
March 2-4 at Catifoly, San:,tiiis Obispo.
.. . ..

Thursdays at :30
ov. 9, 16, and 30)
in the S udent Union Games Area
1

310 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 95112
(Across from McDonald si

VIM

Can Gina or Myra at (800) 592-2121

Open Early, Open Late 7 Days, Week
295-4336

252-7821
1821 Saratoga Ave.
San Jose, CA 95070
(Corner of Saratoga & Lawrence

photographer

s 1-0 loss
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Justice in 1989: Courting Controversy

*You may have a right to an abortion but nowhere to get one.’
Paul Rothstein,
low professor

Justices set to decide burning issues
Abortion, right-to-die, religion on court’s slate
thorny
WASHINGTON (API
disputes over ahortion. the right to die,
abused children and religion in public
schools are among the lthe% awaiting
the Supreme Court as part ()I its 19149
90 term
Abortion, an issue that dominated the
court’s last tenn. again looms large
After July ’s decision allowing states
14) make abortions harder to get, the Risme% are being urged t4) continue expanding state regulatory powers.
The court, however. is not expected
this term to overturn its 1973 decision in
Roe vs Vv’ade that said WIIIIICD have a
constitutional right to abortion In L.:L.4es
under rev ley. from Ohio. Minnesota and
Illin(ns. state Oficial% air not seeking
such a reversal
Rut legal experts say anti -abortion

forces likely will win their long war in
the nation’s highest court without ever
receiving the official declaration of victor) a reversal would repcscrs:.
I Aurence Tribe, a Harvard University
law professor, said July’s ruling
"began. in a very major way, the dismantling of Roe vs. Wade."
"The court in July allowed states to
ban privately paid abortions in public
facilities. If a state may so dnve abortion underground, it’s hard to find a
stopping point .
Paul Rothstein. a law pndessor at
(ieorgetown University.. agreed. "You
may have a right to an abortion but nowhere to get one...
The Illinois lays under study would
require the addition of services and
etplip111011 by abortion clinics, where

CHECKPOINT CHECKING
Supreme Court plans ruling on legality
WASHINGTON I AP)
The Supreme Court agreed to decide
whether police nationwide may try
to curb drunken driving by stopping
motorists at sobriety checkpoints.
The justices said they will review
Michigan court rulings that struck
down that state’s %ohne!), checkpoint
program as an unconstitutional invasion of privacy.
Courts in other states have upheld
virtually identical checkpoint pnigrains.
Michigan state police first used
sobriety checkpoints. modeled after
a program used in Maryland. in
I 9g6.
At a checkpoint site, police directed all traffic headed in one direction to a roadside area where off leers

checked motorists for signs ()I intoxication.
If there wa.s no immediate evidence of intoxication, the motorist
was given a traffic safety brochure
and allowed to drive away. The average delay was about 30 seconds.
It some signs of intoxication were
detected. a driver WaS directed to another arra for further questioning and
perhaps a breath test.
Ai one such checkp4)int, Michigan
state police troopers checked 126 vehicles in less than an hour and detained two drivers for sobriety field
tests. One driver was arrested on
drunken -driving charges.
The state police department was
sued soon after the checkpoint program began

the overwhelming majority of abortions
are performed on women in their first
three months of pregnancy.
Invalidating the law, lower courts
said it violated a portion of Roe vs.
Wade limiting state regulator), power
over first -trimester abortions. The justices are being told the regulations
would force many abortion clinics out
of business.
The ()hit) and Minnesota abortion
laws involve parental notification.
In ()hit). an invalidated law would
have required a doctor asked to perform
an abortion on an unmarried girl under
I g to contact one of the girl’s parents at
least 24 hours befOre the operation.
Young girls could bypass parental notification hy seeking the permission ()I’ a
state judge to have an abortion

Ken Kwoi
Foeti

Speciai to the Daily

in abortion debate clash at San Jose rally Saturday

Dalkon Shield settlement OK’d
WASHINGTON (API
The Supreme Court Monday removed the last
major hurdle tri carrying out a S2.5 billion settlement Mr victims of the Dalkon
Shield hirth-control device.
The court. over one dissenting vote.
rejected a challenge hy some 650 of the
thousands of women likely to share in a
trust fund established hy A.H. Robins
Co., manufacturer of the intrauterine
device.
Justice Hymn R. White voted to hear
arguments in the case but four votes are
needed to grant such review.
Marketed in the early 1970s. the device allegedly caused infertility. sponta
neous abortions, pelvic inflammation
or. in some cases. death.
Dalkon Shield sales ended in 1974
hut the product was not actually’ recalled
until 1984. A.H. Robins, based in Richmond. Va.. created the trust fund aS
part of its 19g5 reorganization under
federal bankruptcy lav4..

Challenge by
650 women
is rejected
The reorganization was %parked by
thousands of lawsuits by women wh4)
had used the device.
The challenge acted on today contended that the settlement wrongly liars
future lawsuits against A.H. Robins officials and others. and that S2.5 billion
may. not be enough money to compensate all victims.
I.awyers representing about 18.0tX)
women who are to share in the settlement urged the Justices to reject the
challenge.
"Greater than the risk of a shortfall is
the lllll ediate risk
a near certainty
that it the plan of reorganization is
disapproved or even delayed ... the plan
will collapse.- those lawyers said.

The justices today also turned down
an appeal challenging that portion of the
settlement barring individual lawsuits
against A.H. Robins’ insurer. Aetna
Casualty and Surety Co.
In other action. the court:
by a
Tumed away an appeal
woman threatened with jail if she lets
her boyfriend stay overnight while her
children are in the house.
’The justices, without comment, let
stand a ruling that the Rhode Island
woman’s nghts were not violated by a
judge’s order restricting her having
overnight male guests.
Agreed to decide whether lawsuits
charging employers with violating a key
federal anti -bias law must be filed in
federal. rather than state. courts.
The justices said they will review a
S27,000 judgment won by a Chicago
Ridge.
woman against the Yellow
Freight System C’o., the trucking company she works for.

States
rights
advocated
CINCINNATI (API -- Signe
state legislators say the U.S.
Constitution must he amended to
give states power that has been
seized by Congress.
Leaders of the Council on
State Governments, here kw a
three-day conference in early (k:tober, discussed a proposal to
float two constitutional amendments intended to retum power to
the states.
One would have the courts settle disputes between state governments and Congress, and the
other would allow states to initiate amendments to the Constitution.
If the council, Which consists
of atm’ 175 legislators. governors, attorneys general and state
judges. decides to back the
amendments, the pmposal would
he fonvarded to the National
Council of State Legislatures.
If that 8.000-member group
approves the proposed amendments. members could begin
seeking congressional appnwal in
early 1990, he said.
-This is where it really starts
moving," Ohio Senate President
Stanley Aronoff, a member of the
council, said.
Utah Senate President Arnold
Christensen, chairman of the
council’s executive committee.
said he expects the pmposed
amendments to win approval eaNily from the council. "I haven’t
heard of any oppwition," he
said.
A resolution appnwed hy the
council says the changes are
needed because Congress has intruded on state and kx:al government powers by rixpiring states
to offer certain programs without
providing federal funds to"cip:,7,a)uynristlheht.(ix,_
them.
tPuntviwrhoenesslinimr"IdalTleiseledrit da’i.nhganthtreehege
vote by states enact constitutional
amendments.

Cutting Edge Review
Sharpens Study Skills
- -Rehearse
SAN JOSE -Viewed by
and
immediately reinforce
the industry as the
Conviser Duffy continues to make
information
most progressive CPA
unprecedented achievements in
--Organize and group
review program in the
applying accelerated learning
ideas
country,
Conviser
techniques.
-Interact with the
Duffy continues to
lecturer.
make unprecedented achievements in
The above points are neatly tied
applying accelerated learning techniques.
together
with Conviser Duffy’s live/video
Michael J. Duffy, National Program
presentation, comprehensive textbooks,
Director, feels that the learning method
used by their lecturers "eliminates the workbook, tape make-up facilities and
mental block that inhibits most students’
unconditional guarantee.
natural learning ability. As the student
Says Duffy, "Preparing for the CPA
becomes more relaxed, his or her ability to
exam is serious business and it takes a
recall increases."
serious commitment from both parties to
Duffy feels that his program exercises
succeed." All this is powerful news for the
the ability of the CPA candidate to both
accountant who wants to gain his
visualize their goal (passing the CPA certification with the most professional
exam) and realize it. How? By learning to
streamline review on the market.
do the following:
Further information may be obtained
- -Create a relaxed study environment
by phoning 1 -800 -274-EXAM.
- -Make the mental associations upon
which visual learning depends

Paid Advertisement
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Maguire & Mehallo

Seven Second Delay

Oneinmateper-cell rule
at San Quentin rejected
WASHINGTON (API
The Supreme Court has refused to impose a
one -inmate-per-cell limit at cmwded
San Quentin prison in C’alifomia. where
the inmate population is more than 50
percent above the designed capacity.
The justices. without comment last
inonth, let stand a state appeals coun
ruling that putting two prisoners in one
cramped cell does not amount to consti
tutionally impemiissible "cruel and un.
usual punishment."
Inmates sued state officials in 1981.
challenging the double -ceiling and other
conditions at the maximum -security
prison.
Between 1977 and 1982, the number
of inmates at San Quentin grew from 2.(XX) to 3,400. Fly early. 1983. the pris-

on’s general population wa.s 153 penvnt
of design Capac ity
In the same years, the rate of vioknt
incidents al San Quentin increased dramatically. While the prison’s general
population grew by 46 percent. treatments for assault -related injuries increased by 519 percent.
Reported assaults, suicides and weapons possession incidents grew by 193
percent during the same penod.
State Judge Beverly Savitt in Igs3
declared the conditions at San Quentin
to compnse cruel and unusual punishment. Among other things. she ordered
state prison officials to stop putting two
pnsoners in cells designed for one.
The cells are six feet wide. eight leet
deep and eight feet high. When two in-

7 39.- 4-P1

ANOrAf12 Ilowen
oNioN s/rEs
GVST,

EON ME I
IMRE INFIDEll

THANKS TOR
PATRONIZING
TIE EilINESS
IWO SERVICE

mates are held inside such ti ,c11, each
prisoner has less than nine square leer ot
usable space.
A state appeals ,oun reversed Sa
yin’s double-celling ruling last Dec 12
blanket han on double ceiling
cannot be sustained.- the appeals court
ruled. Noting the surge in prison violence, the appeals coun said, -The e%
dence does not support the finding that
double ceiling itself was the cause of the
increase."
The CalifOrnia Supreme Court re
fused to review the inmates’ appeal Iasi
March 23.
The state appeals court relied heavily
on a 19141 decision by the nation’s high
est court that upheld the use of double
ceiling in an Ohio pnson.

41
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Police reverse bias suit ends
Case involved
San Francisco
city cops

The 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled in
March that
revising the test
scores was illegal
discrimination.

r

1.11i DO YOU HAVE ANY

(CANS HELP VA . Bub?

I he city in 19/43 gave a tevt lor promotion It) sergeant and inspector that
included multiplechoice questions,
essay.% and an oral exam.
But when the scores id women and
minorities scored disproportionately
lower than white males. city officials
changed the test results. More weight
%sas given to the oral exam so that
more women and minorities would be
promoted.
’The San Francisco Police Officers
Association and officers whose scores
were downgraded sued.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in March that revising the
rem scores was illegal diwrimination.
hut it refused to order promotions for
any officers whose test scores were
lowered as a result
The appeals court said the test as
onginally scored violated the 1979
court order since the exam adversely
affected minorities and women.
"The pe, who did well n
did 1101 ilCqUife any nghts.- the ap,d. h added th, th(),,
Nap, cun
people %% ho henetitted when the scores

WASHINGTON IAP)
Supreme Coun refused to hear an appeal
hy San Francisco policemen veho say
they lost out on promotion% due to unfair preferences given to women and
minorities.
The court, without comment last
month, let stand a ruling that the officers, mostly white men. are not the
victims of reverse bias who are enVmmotions.
The case stems Mini a 1973 lav.suit
in behalf of women and racial !ninonties who said the city’s police departinent discriminated against them.
That suit was settled in 1979, ss heti
the city agreed to hire and promote
more women and minorities within the
police department, and to use Unbiased promotion tests

Wanda Folk
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siiiexext thought Cluistopher Colum
bus landed
the Western Hemisphere
the hist time alio ISM. 42 percent
i.ould not plaxe the
il War in the cur
text halt century time 11C111111.111t15K per
xent did not know that Shakespeine was
111C audio; ol " Ilie enipest
I he surxex also slxivierl that Ss pet
Lent could not irleiiiitx the Slap.’ (*arta
and S’
brhexed Oka Karl
%LI 11111.IC -1’10111 C111:11 accoiding
his Aida,. to C.11.11 according to Ins
need.’ is part ot Niel! S Constitution
to Moore. erlikaior, liaxe
dillicult 111111: deciding what to teach
and what to lei go because ol time con
paints
"Out cumcultim is expanding without a concurring expansion 01 nine 10
II:. MOOR, said
I he Loge amount 01 technical education and training that students now, receixe us partly to blame. lieniardim
said
’ ’With more concern about technical
skills. we have given up other traditional knovdedge.- Iternaidini said,
"and that knowledge is the connecting
tissue rit our culture
loo many students ate graduating
from college without knim
-basn
landinatks ol
and thought. 1 1.1111C V. ClICI1C1

L11.111110111/111 01 Ille

%.111011111 ElldilV1111C111 1.11

111C

releasing the poll.
But according to ’Moore. educators
.itc
to pick and chi xise which
"lainlinaiks- to teach in classes and
vdtich ones to leave ’tin.
"What it /AC decide to r Inkts something that Chenex thinks is important?"
lic asked.
Moore admitted that he agreed with
Cheney in 1/11C respect that a society
Ill,. Silk!

1:011CSINCIICS. 11. 1111111

CCI1:1111

know ledge
"Hut our SI/CICI I, pluralistic beyond
imagination. :Ind C
agree on the
most hind:internal things.- Moore said.
"I am not sure that IC:1[11111g a hunch of
facts ts the way that xou teach them "
Moore and Bernardini feel differently
about the role that a liberal arts education should play in a student’s overall
expel-1014X
"We %Olt eight hours a day. we
sleep eight hours a day. and that leaves
eight hours tree And liberal ;ins gives
up somethitui to work with toi
thud ot our lives.’ Beniadini said
Ilemadini said he helloes that the
11111111111101

students are
graduating from
college without
knowing "basic
landmarks of history
and thought."
Too many

Poll

entire xollege education should consist
ol liberal ans. vshile the technical skills
taught on the lob
Lan
"1114,,,C are 11111 111C 1111CC1:11 4111
iiimersi4 should be pro% ’ding.111:11
liernartlim said "All utmersity 4:dui:anion should be general education An institution that prepares students tor special skills aikl lobs 1A III 1111% C 10 CU! hack
on Mow other things ’’
Moore contended that a liberal education should liberate.
"The intent ol that kind ot education
is to Hee the mind,- Moore said, acknowledging that teaching technical
skills caning he avoided.
"In our society we have alternatives.
People have to know more and more
about less and los.- he said
Cheney issued a new repon that otters colleges and unixersines a study
11VC hash. areas of
11111IN
plan of
knowledge. including loreign language.
niathematics. ienee and co ili/ation
lite booklet ha. drawn both
as running a risk 01 "dangerous siiperticiallix
and praise tor mirroring the etloos ol some higher education aislitulions
Moore said that Cheney’s approach
could ha% e the opposite effect on the
purpose ol a liheral education by !tinning students’ mind with mere facts.
lieniardini doesn’t see the problem
getting much \At
’Things are (Linimr around. its just a
111,C.11, II/ See 111C difmatter ,i1
lerence.’’ Itemardini said ’’’rhere ha.s
been a beefing tip of courses in history
and philosophy, and general education
iequireinents are beginning to stress
stink...111110SC areas.
According to the siney. .b) percent
of the college seniors tailed the 49-ques
bon history section. On the 38 -question
section devoted to literature. (A percent
of the students laded.
The (iallup survey of NM) senior. was
conducted between April 4 and April
27. using it wIt-administered test booklet The participating students attended
67 lOur-year American colleges and universities. both public and private
lbe Associated l’reA% contributed to
INA report.
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Dispatchers respond
moments after quake
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) In
the
moments after the (kt. 17 eiwthquake,
San Franeisco’s emergency dispatchers
tned valiantly to respond to swarms of
911 calls.
The dispatchers n:acted with shock.
curses and concern as the calls stormed
in after the 7. I -magnitude quake rolled
through Northern California.
Among the callers was a weeping
grandmother who phoned to ask when
the terror would stop. and someone else
who »Toned that the Bay Bridge was
wrecked.
The tape of the 911 calls was compiled hy Larry O’Reilh, . facility coordinator at the Hall of Justice. The tape
may he used by the Police Department
to tram new dispatchers.

--Dispatcher: "911 tinergency
Oh my God! We’re having an earthwait a minute. Hold on --hold
quake
on. Cain you feel that?"
Caller: "I sure can."
Dispatcher: "OK, this is interesting. There go the lights oh ..."
(curses phone goes dead.).
Caller: "Have you gotten word
about the Bay Bndge?"
Dispatcher: "What about the Bay
Bridge? What’s wrong with it’?"
--C’aller "The upper deck appears to
have collapsed during the earthquake."
Dispatcher: "....(curses). Hold on
a second! Jesus Chnst! We gotta repiirt
that nght away! That might have collapsed onto "
(Busy signal.)

Concert

From page 1

the concert to the Red Cross.
"We talked to the Red Cross about
the possibility of donating the proceeds
from our coricen to help the Red Cross
support the victims of the recent earthquake... Cunningham said. "However,
we couldn’t reach an agreement...
In an earlier interview, KSJS General
Manager Pol !nate had said that a portion ()I’ the unds raised from the concert
would go to the Red Cross. This is still
a possibility, according to Cunningham.
"We are still in negotiations," he
said.
KSJS hopes t() raise between $1,000
and S1.500 from the concert, which will
feature local bands Colour Scream anti
The Wesleys.
"We plan to use our portion of the
funds to cover various expenses at the
station." Cunningham said. Those expenses, he later explained, include new
audio tapes and bumper stickers.
"We are currently running low on
both," he said.
The funds will also aid KSJS in the
maintenance of its new transmitter.
"We recently had a new transmitter
installed on Mount Loma Prieta, which
will help boost our signal front as far
north as South San Francisco and Oak -

Center

From page 1

Funding for the off-campus center
wa.s also in dispute Wednesday.
As the resolution is currently written,
the center’s funding would be based on
the number of students who are exclusively ennilled at the MCC.
There are a limited number of Clatitieti
taught at ate center only 32, according to the MC’C"s class schedule
and many students are forced to commute to SJSU for one or two classes not
offered at the center, Morgan -Lewis
said.
"If our students were to commute
one night a week, we would lose all revenues for that student," she said.
Morgan-Lewis asked that funding he
based on the number of students who attend more than 50 percent of their
classses at the center.
In an interview after the meeting,
Santandrea said the MCC students were
"asking for quite bit, but I’m not sure

land to as far south as the Salinas -Mon terry area, Cunningham said. "We
have a lot ot commuters nom those
areas. and we want to pmvide intOmiat ion about ( SJSU ) to those students.
The station is currently awaiting appnival titan the Federal Communications Commission, and it hopes to have
the transmitter in working order by December or January.
The KSJS benefit concen will take
place at 9 p.m. at The Oasis nightclub,
loi..ated at 200 N. First St. Doors open at
t4:30 p.m., and tickets cost S5.
Admission to the concert is restricted
to those 18 and older.
Pol !nate is "thrilled" with the fact
that thr KSJS concert will take place on
a Tuesday. which is an 18 -and -older
night, as opposed to other nights of the
week, when admission to The 0a.siseis
restricted to those 21 and over.
"-The 0a.sis is giving us 100 percent
of tickets at the d(x)r, which is rare for
them,’ ’ Cunningham said.
In other KSJS-related news, Ameze
Washington, host of the weekly "Hot
Talk.’ program, said that he plans to
change the show’s format in the coming
weeks.
"I will be altering the format of the
show within the next few weeks," he
said. "I want to include more features
and news-rc kited items."

how much we’re going to be able to
give."
"She (Morgan -Lewis) will have a
vote, not just her opinion," Santandrea
said during the meeting. "That’s the
most important thing alxiut the ad hoc
committee...
Two representatives from the MCC
were appointed to the committee
Morgan -Lewis and a student -at-large
representative that Morgan -Lewis is to
appoint.
Another benefit of the committee is
that it will give the A.S. time to determine the complex
one which is
the first of its kind in the Caliliwnia
State University system. according to
David Fuller, A.S. director of California state affairs.
Boothe urged hoard members to take
as much time on revisions to the policy
as they needed, saying that such an important relationship "should not be built
hastily . "
"A lot of answers are simple, neat
and wrong:. he said.

ON CAMPUS

Kimo Ford
Embry -R idd le
University

The Fords
have always
driven
Volkswagens.
Ask Kimo Ford why he bought a Volkswagen and
get ready for some family history.
"Everyone in my family has driven a Volkswagen
at one time or another. My dad had a Microbus in
the Sixties. My mom and sister both drove Beetles.
And my brother, who’s also a student, drives an
’83 Volkswagen Rabbit.
"So when I saved enough money to buy a car
there was only one logical choice. A Volkswagen.
My car’s a ’79 Rabbit. With 145,000 miles on it.
Ten years old and all those miles and it’s still
running great.
"If you ask me, it’s the perfect student’s car.
Good on gas. Fun to drive. And big enough to
carry four friends." Even so, Kimo is already thinking about his next car. Another Volkswagen?
"Absolutely. A GTI. White. Gotta have white."

It’s irime to think about
Volkswagen again.
If you drive a Volkswagen and would like to be featured in an ad, send
your story and a photo to: Volkswagen Testimonials
187 S. Woodward, Suite 200 Birmingham, MI 48009

